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*Variable Split-Band Frequency
Inversion Voice Scrambler
32 Programmable Split Frequencies
CTCSS HP Filter
High Recovered Audio Quality
Low-Power 5 Volt CMOS
Half-Duplex Switching
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FX214 FX224 FX234
VSB* Audio Scrambler
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Island Labs

Powersave Facility
Mobile or Cellular Radio Applications
Fixed or Rolling Code Applications
SerialIParallel Load Options:
FX214 (Serial), FX224 (Parallel),
FX234 (Serial and Parallel)
DIL and SMD Package Options
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Fig. 1 Functional Block Diagram

The FX214, 224 and 234 are a family of Lew-Power
CMOS LSI devices designed as Variable Split-Band
iVSBl Voice Scramblers.
The device uses separate Fix and Tx paths which are
switched for Half-Duplex operation. To prevent
interference from sub-audio products, an on-chip
Continuous Tone Controlled Squelch System {CTCSS}
Highpass Filter is automatically switched to the input
in fix, and to the output in Tx.
Scrambling is achieved by splitting the input voice
frequencies into upper and lower frequency bands
using switched capacitor filters, modulating each band
with selected carrier frequencies to ‘frequency invert'
the bands, then summing the output.
A total of 32 different split-point and carrier frequency

combinations are externally programmable using a
5-bit code, this code can be either fixed or varying
{Rolling}, for greater security.
'Sync/Speech Mute', 'Powersave’. 'Clear' and 'Audio
Bypass’ facilities are controlled via external
commands.
Timing and filter clocks are derived internally from an
on-chip IMHz oscillator requiring only an external
1MHz Xtal or clock pulse input.
This device demonstrates high baseband and carrier
frequency rejection with good ‘recovered audio’
quality. Serial or Parallel command loading functions
are available in both DIL and SMD packages with a
’Dual' load device in a 28-Iead plastic leaded chip
carrier.
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